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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Critical Minerals Potential in Canadian Mine TailingsMinéraux critiques potentiels dans les résidus miniers canadiensHello everybody,  My name is Julie Deriaz, I’m a geoscientist with CanmetMINING, under Natural Resources Canada, and the project lead on CanmetMINING’s Critical Minerals Potential in Canadian Mine Tailings project.  NEXT SLIDE-- 
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Critical Minerals & Mining Value from Waste

Source: The Canadian Critical Minerals Strategy, From Exploration to Recycling: Powering the green and digital economy for Canada and the world (Natural Resources 
Canada, 2022)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This project is funded through the B21/22 Critical Minerals Program here at CanmetMINING, and it arose out of a need to better characterize the mine tailings landscape in Canada; to help address the questions which exist surrounding the physical, regulatory, environmental and economic state of Canadian tailings.Can we reframe the way we classify and discuss mine waste?How do we sample and define mine waste (specifically, tailings) as a resource? How can that be brought to market for companies to raise money? How can we take a fuller look at tailings as a source of secondary metals? And can we do this in a way that encourages full use mining; reducing risk, liability, and carbon footprint of these sites? Next slide--- 
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Problem

Gaps exist in:
• Tailings 

characterization
• Value potential
• Tools & best 

practises to assess 
for resource 
definition

Opportunity

• Existing sources of 
critical minerals

• Carbon capture 
potential

• Waste valorization
• Reduce footprint
• Assess hazards
• Mitigate liability

Goals

• Inventory & characterize 
tailings in Canada

• Reduce uncertainty/ 
identify value

• Full use mining- inform 
policy

Project

1. Mine Tailings Inventory

2. Tailings Sampling Program 
on historical site; test resource 
definition from tailings (per NI 
43-101)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have an estimated 250 Mt of tailings produced annually in Canada, equating to billions estimated in liabilities, and over more than 10,000 historical mine sites.  During this project, we’ve found that:Major gaps exist in characterizing the value potential of tailings. Canada has a need for a national inventory of tailings site data.Finding tailings data is difficult: currently either held with industry proponents, in technical reports, by provinces/territories, or within legacy platforms that have been limited with resources and long-term funding.One of our goals is to develop a mine tailings inventory data model to help assess the state of domestic mine waste.Another goal of this project is to perform a tailings sampling program on a historical mine site, to test recommended sampling methods, and identify a tailings site as a defined (critical) mineral resource as per NI 43-101.By encouraging full use mining and providing accessible data to assess risk, liability, mitigate hazards, and characterize mine waste, We can begin to inform policy & industry best practices around mine waste & full cycle mining, and We are better positioned to identify potential value which may lie in existing Canadian mine tailings.Next slide--- 
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1. Mine Tailings 
Inventory Data 
Model

• Sourced, compiled, 
standardized

• NOAMI, GTP, P/Ts, 
GISTM

• PoC framework

• IP-IM/IT architecture
• Data governance
• Storage, 

maintenance, 
ownership

• Geospatial & interface

2. Tailings Sampling Protocol 
& Program
 
• Tailings Sampling Protocol 

report (2022)
• Recommended best 

practises & sampling 
requirements of 
tailings.

• Tailings Sampling Program 
(2024)

• Test proposed 
sampling methods on 
use case site

• Define CM potential in 
tailings in context NI 
43-101
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Quick overview of the data model currently: We wanted to construct a standardized data model that was user friendly, so that the data could easily be added to and updated as new information is found. We are building the proof of concept using FAIR data principles & publicly available data- (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable)We’ve collected data so far from NOAMI, the Global Tailings Portal, AMIS, the provincial & territorial platforms, and we are currently working on compiling some of the recently published GISTM reports from the majors.With a standardized data model, we can then link it to an analytical platform such as PowerBI, or import it into a desktop mapping system like ArcGIS. We currently have just under 7800 sites in the data model- of those about 1300 have known critical minerals in their primary or secondary commodities.With the Tailings sampling protocol & sampling program,  We want to determine best practises in the economic valuation of mine tailings and other waste streams, to establish comparability with traditional mineral resources.We want to understand the sampling requirements of tailings areas, and to provide confidence in applying indicated and inferred mineral resource estimation to tailings deposits.And finally, we have to identify and define barriers and other vital information to consider, in substantiating mine waste as a mineral resource.These considerations will be used in a tailings sampling program by CanmetMINING that will analyze a use case site for critical mineral potential in tailings in 2023.--END--
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